
MULTIPLAYER MANCALA 

Mancala is a generic name for a family of two-player turn-based strategy board games played with 

small stones, beans or seeds and rows of holes or pits in the earth, a board or other playing surface. 

Multiplayer mancala is original concept allowing more than two players enjoy this wonderful game. 

General object of the mancala game is to collect as many stones as you can. Every player has 6 own 

holes and  one bigger on the right side called 'home', where captured stones are collected.  

                    

TWO PLAYER MANCALA/KALAHA & OWARE VERSION  

     

THREE PLAYER MANCALA VERSION  

         

FOUR PLAYER MANCALA VERSION 

 

There are many variations of mancala rules all over the world - below most popular and most played.  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/generic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turns,_rounds_and_time-keeping_systems_in_games
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategy_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Board_game


RULES FOR 2, 3 AND 4 PLAYER MANCALA GAME 

At the beginning of each game four stones are placed in each hole (48 stones in 2-player game, 72 in 
3-player game, 96 in 4-player game). House on the right side remains empty at the beginning.  

 

BOARDS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GAME 

Players chose who starts first and then they play anti-clockwise sequentially. 

Players pick up all stones from one of their own holes and sow one stone in each subsequent hole to 
the right side around the board - in own holes, own house and opponents' holes (but skip opponents' 
houses and own starting hole). If player has no stones to sow, their turn is skipped.  
If the last stone is sown on own house player gets free turn. 

 

SOWING THE STONES (e.g. first move) 

If the last stone is placed on own empty hole all stones from opponents' corresponding holes are 
captured (including last own stone) and placed in own house. It's called capturing. In 2-player game 
corresponding hole is opposite hole, in 3-player and 4-player game corresponding holes are holes at 
the same position on the board (i.e. second hole from left). If there are no stones in the opposite 
holes nothing is captured. 

 

CAPTURING STONES 

The game ends when all stones are played. Player with the most stones in own house is a winner. 



VARIATIONS AND ADDITIONAL RULES: 

1. Once a player touches the stone in the hole, stones from that hole have to be played. Thus player 

cannot count stones in holes touching them. 

2. The game is easier when you start with 3 stones in each hole. 

3. Capturing stone remains on the board. Only captured stones from opponents' holes are collected.  

4. The first player to clear all own holes ends the game. Stones in holes are not counted for winning. 

5. During move houses are skipped. The only way to collect stones is through capture.  

6. In 4-player game player captures only stones from one opposing hole. 

7. If a player has all own holes empty the preceding player has to make such move to provide empty 

hole with at least one stone. If it's not possible - game ends and all remaining stones go to respective 

houses. 

8. During capture, If there are no stones in the opposite holes player collects last sown own stone. 

9. If the last sown stone is placed in the hole with stones in it all those stones are taken and sown 

from that point. Sowing continues until the last sown stone lands on an empty hole. 

10. Capturing hole is not an empty hole but hole with four stones in it (including own one). Only 

those four stones can be captured during move. 

RULES FOR 2 PLAYER OWARE GAME  

Oware is the oldest board game that is still widely played in the world today. 

 

At the beginning player has six holes with 4 stones in each hole. House is only to collect captured 

stones. 

The object of the game is to capture as many stones as possible. The first player to capture 25 stones 

or more wins the game. A draw is possible in this game with each player capturing 24 stones.  

 

BOARDS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GAME 

To start the game both players have to decide who should start (toss of a coin or by mutual agreement). Player 

picks up all stones from any one of own 6 holes and sow them anti-clockwise direction, placing the first seed in 



the house to the right of where they were scooped from, and others to next own and opponents' holes 

(skipping only the starting hole while sowing more than 11 stones). 

 

SOWING THE STONES (e.g. first move) 

If the last stone sown lands on opponent's hole with one or two stones in it already, all those stones (including 

own one) are captured and placed in own house. 

 

CAPTURING STONES 

If a player makes a capture and preceding holes of the captured hole also contain two or three stones 

(including own ones) these stones are captured as well (multiple capture). 

 

MULTIPLE CAPTURE 

When player has no stones to play the other player must provide stones to the opponent's side if possible. 

The game ends when one player has captured 25 stones or more. When both players decide that continuing 

will only lead to going round in circles in such a case each player keeps the stones on their side.  


